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More Recommended Books

Willow Basketry and Sculpture

By : Jo Hammond

Willow weaving is an exciting and rewarding craft for anyone who wants to reconnect with the natural world. This essential book gives all the information and tuition needed to get started and includes projects on sculpture, basketry and folk-art decorations. Thirteen projects are set out in clear and detailed stages, ranging from practical baskets to planters, lifelike sculpures and wreaths. Advice is given on adapting recipes and designing your own baskets. Topics covered: Basic techniques and basketry terms are explained and clearly illustrated, along with selection and preparation of materials; Chapters describe four different basketry forms, each with a different set of structures and skills to learn; Sound, practical tips throughout to smooth your progress and help overcome difficulties. Beautifully illustrated with 160 colour photographs and 17 drawings.

American Indian Beadwork

By : J.F. "Buck" Burshears & W. Ben Hunt

A handicraft guide to American Indian beadwork for those seeking the fundamentals of construction and ideas of design—fully illustrated throughout. American Indian Beadwork includes: -Directions for beading stitches -Directions for making and stringing a loom -Fifty-four black-and-white photographs of actual Indian beadwork -Thirteen full-color pages of 132 authentic Indian patterns for your own beadwork

7 Free Knitting Patterns for Homemade Halloween Costumes and Easy Decorating ideas
There are tons of different homemade Halloween costume ideas to choose from, so the editors of AllFreeKnitting have stepped in to lend you a helping hand. We've collected some of our favorite costumes and easy decorating ideas into one place so that you can spend more time making and less time researching. 7 Free Knitting Patterns for Homemade Halloween Costumes and Easy Decorating Ideas is the one knitting resource you will need this fall. With this eBook, you will be equipped to make costumes for everyone in your family. Patterns for kids and adults can be found in this pattern collection. Dressing up for Halloween will be extra fun when you are putting on something you made. There are even decorating ideas, if you want to make your home a little more festive.

**Kawaii Katze**

By: Romy Fischer

Du erhältst hiermit zum Kennenlernen meiner Anleitungen das vollständige E-Book zur Anleitung der Kawaii Katze. Größe: 8cm Material: • Häkelgarn 50g „Catania“ von Schachenmayr in rosa (Farbnr. 246) • Sticktwist in schwarz und pink • Häkelnadel 3,0 • 1 Paar Sicherheitsäugen in schwarz; Durchmesser 8mm (Original erhältlich bei http://www.bastelmaus-shop.de) • Füllwatte • Stopfnadel • Schere • ggf. Bastelskalpell oder scharfes Messer zum Erweitern der Aufsteckkappe der Sicherheitsäugen, da sie manchmal sehr schwer draufzustecken sind. Abkürzungen: M = Masche fM = feste Masche KM = Kettmasche DM = Doppelmasche (2 Maschen in 1 Masche häkeln) LM = Luftmasche 2M zus.abgem. = 2 Maschen zusammen abgemascht häkeln Rd = (Spiral)Runde


**Potter's Wheel**

By: Jan Parzybok

Potter's Wheel, Book 1 Start Throwing by author, teacher, and potter, Jan Parzybok, is intended for those who have little or no experience making pots on the wheel. The text discusses, and videos show the steps every potter must learn to throw a pot. It includes exercises to reinforce learning, hand positions, tools, centering, opening the mound, creating a bottom in the pot, compressing the bottom, pulling the sides of the clay, and shaping the pot. Finally it contains a list of things to make and references for further study.

**The Beeswax Workshop**

By: Chris Dalziel

TRANSFORM MIRACULOUS BEESWAX INTO ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY HOUSEHOLD CLEANER, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, CANDLES AND CRAFTS Making all kinds of amazing, all-natural stuff out of beeswax is easy and fun. Packed with over 100 step-by-step recipes, The Beeswax Workshop shows you how to make beautiful gifts, household cleaners, beauty supplies and so, so much more: HOME • Mason Jar Candle • English Furniture Polish HEALTH • Bug-Be-Gone Insect Repellent • Chamomile Sunburn Salve BEAUTY • Everyday Body Butter • Rose Lip Gloss GARDEN • Waterproof Shade Hat • Nontoxic Wood Sealant Whether you use beeswax from your backyard hive or purchase a supply, this book offers tips, tricks and techniques for getting the most out of this miracle ingredient.

**20 Easy Knitted Blankets and Throws**

By: Martingale

Immerse yourself in comfort and beauty with this varied assortment of fun-to-knit throws. Get a value-packed collection of 20 appealing knitted throw patterns. Have your choice of styles ranging...
from cute baby afghans to elegant lace designs—perfect gifts for teens, tweens, women, and men. Stitch stunning projects featuring fibers from Lion Brand Yarn, Cascade Yarns, Plymouth Yarn Company, Brown Sheep Company, and other popular brands.

**White Dwarf Issue 34: 20 September 2014**

By: **White Dwarf**

Run for your lives! The Dark Eldar are here with a brand-new plastic Haemonculus and Wracks, and we conjure up a fantastic minigame (complete with playing board) for you to use them with. You’ll also find a feature on how to photograph your miniatures, a Sprues and Glue on converting Wrack-themed Raiders, Paint Splatter and more. About this series White Dwarf is Games Workshop’s weekly magazine, and boasts a wealth of great content, from the latest new releases to modelling and painting guides, gaming features, new rules and much more besides.

**Sweet & Simple Needle Felted Animals**

By: **Sachiko Susa**

Sweet & Simple Needle Felted Animals provides detailed instructions to create your own cute and cuddly collection of needle felted pets, barnyard buddies and mascots. These adorable furry figurines make beautiful gifts and accessories that you can carry around or wear. This DIY needle felting book includes step-by-step instructional color photos and texts that couldn’t be easier to follow. It shows you how to make the central shape, attach the components, add the details and then attach the finding. And voila! Your accessory is ready to be worn and appreciated! The animals you can make include: A playful Kitten A sweet miniature Dachshund Puppy A mommy Pig and her Baby Piglet A downy Duck and Ducklings A saucy Squirrel A friendly Chipmunk A pair of adorable White Bunnies A trio of brightly-colored Parakeets A fairytale Bear And a host of other miniature animals and charms. With over 20 charming projects, great techniques and helpful tips, this is a craft book that felting beginners and experts alike will enjoy and treasure. Grab some wool roving and your felting needle and get crafting!

**Branches & Blooms**

By: **Alethea Harampolis & Jill Rizzo**

From the authors of the widely popular Flower Recipe Book, and in the same successful format, The Wreath Recipe Book provides 100 “recipes” to make with flowering and leafy branches. These aren’t just evergreens for Christmas—the book is organized seasonally, with dozens of projects to make throughout the year. In the spring, a cherry blossom bough gets a touch of whimsy with a colorful ribbon, and a tabletop is adorned with lilacs and olive branches. In the summer, a garland features sage with pomegranates and citrus-colored strawflowers. In the fall, wreaths are created with magnolias, rosemary, and plums, and gourds are used to create an unexpected garland. Winter highlights cedar, pine, and juniper, yielding unexpected table settings and new wreath shapes. There are detailed ingredient lists and hundreds of step-by-step photos as well as chapters covering basic techniques, sourcing, and care information.